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 along with a couple of operettas and a selection of comedy. The deluxe edition is an exhaustive 5 disc box set, featuring rare audio recordings and several, previously unreleased recordings from the artist's entire career as well as the rare video documentary. Reception Critical response The album received positive reviews. AllMusic gave the album 4 out of 5 stars, with reviewer Alex Henderson
saying: "There are far too many Jagger-and-Richards recordings to choose from, but it’s hard not to love the rapport and sheer charm that the duo shared, and there are some superb tracks throughout." Henderson also noted: "Raised on the blues and R&B of the ’60s, the Stones are firmly rooted in the tradition of British rock, but rarely one so electric as they became in the late 1960s." All About Jazz

reviewer John Sharpe said: "Satisfied with the album's reissue, Universal Music recently acquired the rights to the future releases of these two artists... The package of 'It's Only Rock 'N' Roll (But I Like It)' is a blast from the past, and given how popular and prolific the songs remain among current fans, we think it's worth the purchase. Every single Jagger-Richards song was worth reissuing, and if this
release was the final one, then the duo's catalog is safe." Andy Hinds of Record Collector wrote: "What's most impressive about the reissue is how the songs still manage to thrill and entertain today." Track listing Chart positions References External links Category:1971 greatest hits albums Category:The Rolling Stones compilation albums Category:1971 albums Category:Decca Records compilation
albumsPapain and Serine Protease Activity in Housefly (Musca domestica L.) Feces. The nutritional value of papain-like cysteine protease (PLCP) and serine protease (SP) activities present in housefly feces are unknown. We evaluated the extent of proteolysis in housefly feces by these enzyme classes by purifying PLCP and SP activity from feces and characterizing their effects on milk proteins.

PLCP and SP activities were assessed by adding egg white or egg yolk proteins, respectively, to housefly fecal extracts and detecting proteolytic activity. Housefly PLCP and SP activities were enriched and confirmed to be cysteine and ser 520fdb1ae7
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